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ould be a hieved for higher error levels and also a good performan e

for shorter texts.
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1

Introdu tion

Approximate string mat hing
en es problem ) des ribes the

(or also

alled

approximate pattern mat hing

problem of nding a

that either the text or the pattern

or

k dier-

ertain pattern in a text assuming

ontains errors. As a result, all positions are a

where a pattern is found in the text, whi h diers not more than a
ber of errors from the given pattern.

epted

ertain limited num-

Sin e this is a very general problem, there is a

great variety of appli ations in dierent areas like

omputational biology, text retrieval,

and others like listed in [23, 31, 43℄. To solve the problem a lot of algorithms have been
designed. Overviews are given in various papers and books whereas [17, 30, 31, 36℄ are
the most re ent ones.
One

lass of solutions is the

lass of ltering algorithms.

The algorithms of this

lass are working in two phases, one for ltration and one for the
veri ation).

Sin e the

proportion of this phase that the algorithm spends less time there.
Closely related to approximate string mat hing is the problem of

mate string mat hing.

he king (also

alled

he king phase is more expensive, it is useful to redu e the

It deals with

ompressed approxi-

ompressed, i. e. redundan y redu ed, texts instead of

un ompressed texts. The pattern sear h is performed without un ompressing the text.

This problem was investigated only in the very re ent years and there are only a few
solutions to this problem up to now [22, 27, 28, 37℄.
The algorithm presented in this paper solves the problem of approximate string
mat hing on the basis of a ltering approa h, but uses the general idea of redundan y
redu tion to spend less time in the

he king phase. Before performing the pattern sear h

on the text, a prepro essing step is used to
an be

ompared to the

ompression step in

al ulate the redundan y information (this
ompressed approximate string mat hing).

During the sear h, the redundan y information an be used to skip sear h and veri ation
in some areas of the text or to repeat mat hings.
This paper is organized as follows.
work.

In the next se tion we briey dis uss prevoius

After the algorithm itself is presented in Se tion 3, in Se tion 4 the pra ti al

behavior of the algorithm is estimated. Finally the last se tion draws

on lusions and

gives suggestions for future work.

2

Related Work

In this se tion, a formal denition of the problem is given.

Furthermore, the general

ontext is outlined and the algorithm presented here is positioned in this

ontext.

The problem of approximate pattern mat hing is dened as follows: Given a text

T = t1 : : : tn , and a pattern P = p1 : : :pm (ti ; pj 2 ), nd all positions in T , where P
k errors, i. e. return the set fjxP j; T = xP y ^ d(P; P )  kg. x and
y are substrings of T , j:j gives the length of a string and d(P; P ) gives the edit distan e
 . The edit distan e between two
(also alled Levenshtein distan e [26℄) between P and P
appears with at most

strings

hara terizes the number of transformation operations (insertion, deletion and

repla ement), that are ne essary to transform one string into the other one.
The general solution prin iple utilizes dynami
to

programming and was rst used only

al ulate the edit distan e (e. g. in [40, 43, 44℄); though with minor

variant is also possible [45, 47℄. Using the unit
ost 1 per error), the general dynami

p

hanges a sear h

ost error model ( ounting of errors =

programming algorithm takes

O(nm).

Based on

this prin iple, a lot of other algorithms have been developed [31℄ whi h a hieve
in the worst

ase and

Lampe [9℄), where

O(kn=  ) in

the average

 is the size of the alphabet .

To a hieve a better average

ase behavior the

O(kn)

ase (like the algorithm of Chang and
on ept of ltering was applied to ap-

proximate pattern mat hing (rst by Tarhio and Ukkonen [53℄ followed by many others).
The idea behind this

on ept is, that it is sometimes easier to de ide for a text position

that no approximate mat hing o

urs than to ensure whether there is an approximate

mat hing. Dierent ltering algorithms

an be

lassied by the ltering approa h and

additionally by the online appli ability. Unlike online algorithms, oline algorithms prepro ess the text in advan e by building an index to use it for a better performan e during
the sear h. Usual indexing data stru tures are sux trees [12, 19, 46, 56℄, sux arrays

[34℄,

q -grams [8, 19, 29, 32℄ and q -samples

[39, 51℄. If the text is too large or a sear h

is performed in the text very frequently, the prepro essing
algorithms

osts may pay o and oine

an be used as alternative approa hes to online algorithms.

There are dierent ltering approa hes. Most approa hes

an be seen as appli ations

of the following Lemma (see [36℄):

A and B be two strings, su h that d(A; B )  k. Let A = A1 x1 A2 : : : xj 1 Aj
Ai and xi and for any j  1.
j
For j < k +1: Let ki be any set of nonnegative numbers su h that
i=1 ki  k j +1.
Then, at least one string Ai appears with at most ki errors in B .
For j  k + 1, then
a) at least j
k strings Ai1 : : : ; Aij k appear in B .
b) the relative distan es from these j k strings inside B annot dier from those
in A by more than k .

Lemma Let

P

for strings
1.
2.

Though not all ltering approa hes
38, 55℄), it is very useful to

j < k + 1)

(

o
to

ase of the lemma

j

 k + 1)

partitioning into exa t
A in the lemma is an

e P of P in T (i. e. the errors are assumed to be in the text) or A orresponds
ase (

hara terizes what is

alled

Furthermore it is a dieren e for an algorithm, whether

urran

P

ategorized by this Lemma (e. g. [29,

hara terizes a partitioning of the problem into smaller problem instan es,

while the se ond

sear h.

an be

lassify ltering approa hes. The rst

dire tly (i. e. the errors are assumed to be in the pattern).

Figure 1 shows the

lassi ation of dierent ltering algorithms following the lemma.
smaller instan es

exa t sear h

error in pattern


[5℄, [34℄

[6℄,[10℄,[18℄,[32℄ ,[46℄ ,[53℄,[58℄

error in text

[11℄, [39℄















[19℄ ,[50℄ ,[51℄ ,[52℄

Figure 1: Classi ation of dierent ltering algorithms.



denotes an indexed algorithm

in the referen ed paper.
In this paper partitioning into exa t sear h is used assuming that errors o
pattern. A brief overview on the algorithms of this
Jokinen et al. [18℄ and of Tarhio and Ukkonen [53℄
as the number of
both algorithms
single

j

hara ters fullling
is

hosen as

m

ertain

an be

Ai

hara ter of the pattern. While in [18℄ the only

mat hing

lassied also as

ounting lters,

onditions in a text window is

and thus every

ur in the

lass follows now. The algorithms of

of the lemma

ounted. In

orresponds to a

ondition is the number of exa t

hara ters between a text window and the pattern, in [53℄ the number of bad

hara ters is

ounted, i. e. the number of

position nor in a distan e of at most

k.

hara ters that do neither mat h at the a tual

Whenever the

ounting

ondition is not fullled

in the text window, it is shifted further along the text using BoyerMoore [7℄ te hniques.
Also Chang and Lawler [10℄ apply the lemma in the same way with
they

he k whether more than

onse utive

m

k

text

hara ters are needed to

hara ter mat hings with the pattern.

j = m.
over k

Basi ally,
strokes of

To sear h the strokes of mat hing

hara ters a sux tree of the pattern is used.
The algorithm presented in Se tion 3 applies the lemma in the same way as Wu and
Manber [58℄ or Baeza-Yates and Perleberg [6℄. The pattern is split into

Ai in the lemma) and all of these pie
pie es is found, an area

k + 1 pie

es (the

es are sear hed exa tly in the text. If one of these

ontaining this exa t mat hing is

mat hing with a non ltering algorithm.

he ked for an approximate

To sear h for the pattern pie es, in [58℄ an

extension of shift-or [4℄ is used, while in [6℄ the algorithm of Aho and Corasi k [2℄ (whi h
is a multi pattern variant of the KnuthMorrisPratt [21℄ sear h algorithm) is applied.
Navarro and Baeza-Yates [32℄ implemented an indexed variant of the

k +1 partitioning

with sear hing the pattern pie es in a q-gram index. Shi [46℄ extended the prin iple of

k + 1 partitioning to k + s; s  1 partitioning and performed the sear

h of the pattern

pie es with the help of a sux tree index of the text.
Besides these algorithms with errors assumed in the pattern, there are also some
algorithms (see Figure 1)

onsidering the errors to be in the text while following the

partitioning into exa t sear h approa h.
The algorithms in [50℄, [52℄ and [19℄

an be seen as earlier versions of the algorithm

q -sample index (samples taken with a distan e h,
q  h < m) of the text is used. All pattern q -grams are sear hed in the index and if at
least s (depending on h) onse utive q -samples are mat hed a he king is triggered.
2
As with O (m ) the osts for he king are expensive ompared to the linear time of the

of Sutinen and Tarhio [51℄, where a

sear h algorithms, it is very important for the ltering algorithms that the
is not dominant, i. e. that the average he king
on the error level
needs to be
sear h of

= k=m, be

O(1).

This is heavily dependent

ause the less errors are allowed, the less possible hits

he ked. The kind of lter

k + 1 pattern pie

osts are

he king time

onsidered in this paper (partitioning into exa t

es) has been proven to be good for low error levels [31℄, but

whenever there are too many possible hits to

he k, the time needed for

he king is too

high.
There are dierent ideas to redu e the overall time needed for

he king. In a general

improvement method for ltering algorithms, Giegeri h et al. [16℄ mixed the

he king

phase with the sear h phase. With the information of the sear h phase about the maximal
number of errors left, the

he king phase

an be stopped prematurely if in the progress of

he king the a tual number of errors shows that an approximate mat hing is not possible
anymore.

With

hierar hi al veri ation

another idea was presented by Navarro and

Baeza-Yates [30, 33, 35℄. They applied the lemma mentioned above not only during the
sear h phase of pattern pie es with
of

he king the

he ked for

bk= 2j

bk=j

errors, but also in the

he king phase. Instead

omplete area at on e, two neighboring pattern pie es are merged and
errors. This merging is su

essively

ontinued until either the whole

pattern is found with at most k errors, or in one of the merging steps the
Another idea to redu e the overall
reusing the information already
the last

he king time, is to adapt the

al ulated, if the area to be

pat hwork veri ation ).

he king failed.

he king algorithm for

he ked partly overlaps with

he ked area (

A very dierent idea for the same purpose is presented in this paper. To redu e the
total amount of
In a problem

he king needed, the redundan y of the given text

dan y redu tion is also utilized. In
onsidered to exist in a
dierent

an be used.

losely related to approximate string mat hing the prin iple of redunompressed approximate string mat hing the text is

ompressed (i. e. redundan y redu ed) form. There are several

ompression s hemes and for various di tionary based methods like the Lempel-

Ziv family [57, 59, 60℄, Sequitur [42℄, BPE (byte pair en oding) [13℄, Re-Pair (re ursive
pairing) [25℄ and run length en oding, Kida et al. [20℄ introdu ed a

ollage system as a

unifying framework. They also introdu ed a general algorithm for exa t
tern mat hing within this framework, but the problem of

ompressed pat-

ompressed approximate string

mat hing was not addressed. Kärkkäinen et al. [22℄ presented the rst algorithm to solve
this problem. Their algorithm is for LZ78 [60℄ and LZW [57℄
a dynami

programming approa h to a hieve

ompressed texts and uses

O(mkn + r) time and O(nkm + n log n )

n the

spa e, where

r is the number of mat

on the same

ompression s hemes Matsumoto et al. [27℄ presented an algorithm using bit-

parrallel te hniques and running in

hes and

ompressed length of the text. Based

O(k2n + km) time and O(k2n ) spa

e. !!!!Navarro et

al. [37℄ presented an algorithm with a better pra ti al behavior using a ltering approa h.
They perform a multi pattern sear h on pie es of the pattern followed by veri ation on
a lo ally de ompressed text if ne essary. A dierent text

ompression s heme, run length

en oding, is assumed by Mäkinen et al. [28℄. Their algorithm
of the basi

edit operations and runs in

of the pattern. For other

an handle arbitrary

O(mn m
 ) time, where m is the

ompression methods the problem of

osts

ompressed length

ompressed approximate

string mat hing has not been solved yet.
The algorithm presented in this paper does not deal with the
the approximate string mat hing problem, but uses the Sequitur
[42℄ in the prepro essing step. The basi

ompressed variant of
ompression s heme

idea of the Sequitur algorithm is to represent

the input sequen e in a way that no phrase appears twi e or more often.

To a hieve

this, every phrase appearing more than on e is repla ed with a nonterminal symbol
representing a rule that exa tly des ribes this phrase. The algorithm pro esses the input
sequen e linearly and takes



are that the following two properties hold:

no pair of adja ent symbols appears more than on e in the grammar (guarantees
uniqueness of rules)



every rule is used more than on e (guarantees that ea h rule is useful)

For example, pro essing the text

S

! R1R2R1

ab abab

results in the grammar

R1
R2
where

! R2
! ab

S is the start symbol and R1 and R2 are nonterminals.

A Sequitur grammar

an be

al ulated in linear time [42℄ and used as

method, it has been shown [41℄ to be extremely ee tive in the

ompression

ompression of semi-

stru tured text.
In the next se tion a ltering algorithm for approximate pattern mat hing will be
des ribed that uses the Sequitur grammar to gain redundan y information, whi h will be
used to redu e the amount of

he king needed. Thus, as a

omplete ltering algorithm,

the algorithm is not an alternative to the other approa hes to redu e overall
amount des ribed earlier. It

he king

an be seen as an extension of the partitioning into exa t

sear h ltering algorithm, that still

ould be

ombined with one of the methods to redu e

he king amount.

3

The Algorithm

The algorithm des ribed in this se tion solves the problem of approximate pattern mat hing as dened in Se tion 2. First, the general prin iple of the algorithm will be explained.
Afterwards, a more formal des ription of the algorithm will reveal details. At the end of
this se tion some variations of the algorithm are dis ussed.

3.1

General Prin iple

Generally the algorithm onsists of two phases. The rst phase is the prepro essing phase,
where information about the text redundan y is gained. The se ond phase performs the
a tual sear h of the approximate o

urren es of the pattern.

The prepro essing phase fo uses on the text primarily, but a very few

al ulations

on the pattern are ne essary also. Using the Sequitur algorithm (Se tion 2) a grammar
is inferred from the text

T.

With the grammar the text is represented by a starting

rule referring to symbols and other rules, while the existen e of every other rule means
that the text

omponent represented by this rule appears at least twi e in

T

(Sequitur

ondition). Additionally, for every rule of the grammar the length of represented text
omponent and a list of all positions where this rule o
The pattern is divided into

k + 1 pattern pie

urs in the text is stored.

es or subpatterns as it is ne essary for

the kind of ltering approa h (Se tion 2) used here.
The pro essing phase is basi ally the same as in any ltering algorithm based on the
prin iple of partitioning into exa t sear h. Though, besides a sear h and a veri ation
step a third step is used to evaluate information gained in the other two steps. For the
sear h step, here, a multi pattern sear h extension (like in [33℄) of Sunday's algorithm [48℄

is used. In the veri ation step the algorithm of Chang and Lampe [9℄ is applied.

How-

ever, in prin iple any multi pattern sear h algorithm resp. approximate pattern mat hing
algorithm

ould serve as sear h algorithm resp. veri ation algorithm.

Starting point for the algorithm is a list of sear h areas initialized with

[1; n℄.

The

rst interval in the list of sear h areas is sele ted. If there is none, the loop of sear hing,
veri ation and evaluation is stopped. Otherwise, a multi pattern sear h for all subpatterns is performed in this interval and stops either if one of the subpatterns was found or
if none of the subpatterns

ould be found in the interval. In the se ond

ase, the a tual

interval is removed from the list of sear h areas and as long as there is another interval
in the list, the sear h is started anew with the new rst interval. If a subpattern was
found, an interval in luding this position is determined. This interval needs to be wide
enough to ensure that every approximate mat hing
is in luded. Using the

he king algorithm, all approximate mat hings are found in this

interval. These resulting hits are stored in a list
All information of the

verify

ontaining the mat hed subpattern

olle ting all hits.

he king (mat hing subpattern, veried area, results),

alled

from now on, are stored in a list of veries for further use in the next step, where

the prepro essed rule information is evaluated. This step begins with updating the rst
(and

urrent) sear h interval of the list of sear h areas by setting the new interval start

to the position right behind the position where the exa t mat hig was found. Then three
important
it is

al ulations are performed to gain benets from the rule information. First,

he ked whether a rule (at the position of the rst appearan e of this rule)

veried area

overs a

ompletely. If so, all the hits found for this verify are dupli ated to every

position of the rule (see Figure 2) and inserted into the list of hits. Se ond, if a veried
area wasn't

overed

ompletely, it is

he ked whether a rule

overs the subpattern that

triggered the veri ation. If so, the veried area is dupli ated to every position of the rule
(see Figure 3) and is stored in a list
nally the third

ontaining intervals, that need further he king. And

al ulation takes the rules that are not ae ted by future veri ation

areas and removes for every rule position the area from the list of sear h areas, that
denitively

an be ex luded from further sear h (see Figure 4).

With the modied list of sear h areas the sear h is started anew as long as the list
of sear h areas is not empty.
Finally, to
further

omplete the list of hits, every element in the list of intervals that needed

he king is veried.

In the following the dierent parts of the algorithm are des ribed more formally to
enable a better understanding of some details.

3.2

Prepro essing Text

Using the Sequitur algorithm [42℄, a grammar is

onstru ted from the text. Based on the

grammar, a few additional features that are essential for the algorithm are

al ulated:

PSfrag repla ements

a tual position

1

n

Pi

| {z }
| {z }
neighborh.

| {z }

R

Figure 2: Dupli ation of

R

he king results. In a former

omputational step a pattern pie e

Pi triggered a he king of a neighborhood. The neighborhood is overed by the
R. All hits found in the neighborhood an be reprodu ed for every future
o urren e of the rule R.
rule

PSfrag repla ements

a tual position

1

Pi

| {z }
| R{z }

| {z }
| R{z }

neighborhood

Figure 3: Dupli ation of

Pi

rule

n

needs further

he king information. The rule

R

he king

overs only the pattern pie e

ompletely, but not the neighborhood. For every future o

R, a neighborhood is marked to be

urren e of the

he ked later.

PSfrag repla ements

1

a tual position

| {z }
R

| {z } | {z }
R

R

Figure 4: Preventing sear h on pro essed rules. For every future o

R a text aera (marked gray)

n

urren e of the rule

an be ex luded from further sear h.



For ea h rule

R

the length

R:length of the

rule, i. e. the number of text symbols

overed by the rule, is determined.



For ea h rule

R, a sorted list P ositionList

ontaining all positions of this rule in

the text is build.



An array

SR

ontaining all rules is

onstru ted. In this array the rules are sorted

SR = sorted rules).

regarding the position of the rst appearan e in the text (



R,

For ea h rule

the number

in lNumber of

the rule a level above, i. e. the rule

ompletely in luding this rule during the rst appearan e in the text, is determined.
The number is set to



An array
that is

TR is build,

1 if there is no su h rule.

ontaining for ea h text position the number of the last rule,

ompletely in luded in the text up to this text position.

For every rule

only the end position of the rst appearan e is relevant. The number of the rules
orresponds to the numbers in the



An array

TL

is

onstru ted,

number of the rule, whi h

SR-Array (TR = text-rule).

ontaining for ea h text position either the highest

overs this position or, if this position isn't

TL = top level).

overed by a

rule, the number of the position before (

3.3

Prepro essing Pattern

The pattern is divided into
subpattern is

3.4

Pmax .

k+1

subpatterns

P1 : : :Pk+1 .

The length of the longest

Pro essing

The pro essing

he king, whi

an be divided into the three phases

initialization, sear h and verify

and

h will be explained in the following.

3.4.1 Initialization
In the initialization phase, a well-dened initial state for the other parts of the algorithm
is

reated:





List of sear h areas
List of all nal hits
List of

veries

A verify

SL = f[1; n℄g

Hitlist = ;

(veri ation areas)

VL = ;

ontains the following information: the subpattern that mat hed exa tly;

the position in the text, where the subpattern mat hed; the start and the end
position of the veri ation in the text; the number of true veried positions in this
area; a pointer to the rst of this true veried positions in the

Hitlist.




List of intervals, that need to be

he ked later

Number of the last rule pro essed

Rl = 1

CL = ;

3.4.2 Sear h and Verify
This phase
algorithm

ontains the exa t sear h lter and the evaluation of the sear h results. The

Pro essRules

( alled in line 9) uses the rule information to dupli ate sear h

results if possible.
Algorithm

1.

while

Sear hAndVerify
SL 6= ; do

2.

(Exa t) linear multi pattern sear h of

3.

if

6.

Pi found at tx then
posb = tx (m + k 1)
pose = tx + (m + k 1)
Verify [posb ; pose ℄

7.

Insert the positions of the

8.

Append the verify

9.

Pro essRules

4.
5.

h resulting hits into the Hitlist.

(tx ; i; posb; pose ; h; hP os) to VL (where hP os is a pointer to

the rst element inserted into the

10.

else

11.

Remove

P1 ; : : :; Pk+1 in [tb ; te ℄

Hitlist)

[tb ; te ℄ from SL

As the pro essing of rules in line 9 is a very

ru ial part of the algorithm, it's now

des ribed into more detail:
Algorithm

Pro essRules

 pro esses the rules: inferring hits and areas of no further interest )

(

[tb ; te ℄ in SL with [tx + 1; te ℄
i = Rl + 1 to TR[tx℄ ( only rules, whi h appeared at least on e until tx )
R = SR[i℄ ( get the rule )
if ( (R is long enough) and (R:in lNumber > TR[tx ℄ ) ) then
Che kVL(R; i)
A tualizeSL(R)
Rl = TR[tx℄ ( no rule needs to be onsidered twi e )

1.

Substitute the rst area

2.

for

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Algorithm
Input: rule

Che kVL
R, number i of R

 tries to infer further hits from position of R and the elements of VL )
1.
(tx ; i; posb; pose; h; hP os) 2 VL
2.
TL[pose℄ < i
( this verify is not important anymore )
(

for

if

then

3.

Remove this verify from

4.

else

5.

if

is
6.

VL

R:P ositionlist:first < tx
overed by the R )

then

 this and none of the following veries

(

return

7.

else

8.

if

9.

R

overs

[posb ; pose ℄

ompletely

then

Reprodu e the hits of this veri ation to all positions in

10.

elseif

11.

R

overs the subpattern

Pi in this verify

Reprodu e this verify area to all positions in

CL.

these intervals in

R:P ositionlist

then

R:P ositionlist

and insert

A tualizeSL
Input: rule R
( using positions of R to ex lude intervals from SL, whi h are of no further interest )
1.
for tr 2 R:P ositionList
2.
Ex lude [tr + Pmax
1; tr + R:length Pmax ℄ from SL
Algorithm

3.4.3 Che king
In the phases of nal

he king, all intervals

positive veri ations are inserted into the

3.5

Improvements of the basi

olle ted in

Hitlist.

CL are veried.

The positions of

Algorithm

In the following some minor variations of the algorithms will be dis ussed.

3.5.1 Minimal Length of Rule
In line 2 of

A tualizeSL

the area is determined, whi h does not need to be examined

further for exa t ma hings of subpatterns. The size of this area depends on
size of the longest subpattern, and on

R:length, the length of the rule.

Pmax , the

In order to ex-

lude at least one symbol from further examination, the dieren e between both interval
boundaries must be greater or equal to zero, i. e.

(tr + R:length Pmax ) (tr + Pmax 1)  0:
Transforming this inequation results in

R:length  2Pmax 1;
what is exa tly one of the

onditions inspe ted in line 4 of

Pro essRules .

It is obvious

that it is better to skip larger areas and furthermore that it is worth to skip shorter areas

espe ially if positions are ex luded, that trigger a veri ation (i. e.
probabilities of the o

onsidering only the

urren e of symbols, it is easy to see, that the ex lusion of shorter

areas is more useful for smaller alphabets).
To be able to

ontrol the inuen e at this point, a parameter was introdu ed, that is

also inspe ted in line 4 of

Pro essRules

and that denes the minimal length of rules to

be pro essed at all.

3.5.2 Optimizing Che klist
It is possible, that in the list

CL of intervals that need further veri

ation (Se tion 3.4.3)

some intervals are in luded, whi h are already veried in the end when it
the nal veri ation. To avoid unne essary

he king, veries

omes to

an be stored instead of

Che kVL and thus it is possible to remove intervals that are
CL right before the list is pro essed (Se tion 3.4.3).

removing them in line 3 in
already treated from

3.5.3 Veri ation
Though the algorithm of Chang and Lampe [9℄ was implemented here, in general any
approximate string mat hing algorithm (like [14, 24, 47, 54℄ or any other)
veri ation algorithm.
Intuitively, it is better to sele t the area

ould serve as

[posb ; pose℄, that is going to be veried (line 6

Sear hAndVerify ), as small as possible. To determine posb and pose , rst it is assumed,
Pi is a subpattern of P that mat hes at position tx in T .
With this, it ould be possible that Pi is lo ated at the very beginning of P and thus

in

that the only knowledge is that

pose = tx + m + k 1
is obtained. On the other hand,

Pi

(3.1)

ould be the last symbol of

P

and thus it is:

posb = tx m k + 1
Adding the additional information of the position

(3.2)

px (0  px

 m 1) of Pi in P

Pi :length of subpattern Pi , a smaller interval an be obtained. For that
Pi is unique in P or not. In the
rst ase, still all k errors ould follow after tx , but only a maximum of m
px symbols
of Pi ould follow (in luding the position tx ). Also, all k errors ould be before tx and

and the length

it is also important to know, whether the subpattern

the rst symbols of the pattern should be taken into a

ount also. This results in:

pose = tx + k + m px 1
posb = tx k px
In the se ond
ex ept

ase (the subpattern

onsidering that

Pi

Pi

is lo ated at

is not unique in

tx

P ),

(3.3)
(3.4)
nothing

an be improved

and thus at least the symbols of

Pi

are not

before

tx .

This

ase results in:

pose = tx + k + m 1
posb = tx k px
If a verify algorithm now
sure better to

4

(3.5)
(3.6)

ompletely pro esses the given interval

[posb ; pose ℄, it is for

hoose the shortest interval (i. e. equations 3.3-3.6).

Analyti al Experiments

In this se tion, the algorithm of Se tion 3 is evaluated.
algorithm will be

alled

redu e the amount of
basi

GraI

For a better handling, this

(Grammar based Index) here. As GraI was intended to

he king needed with a partitioning into exa t sear h lter, the

ltering algorithm of this kind (following the algorithm of Wu and Manber [58℄)

was also implemented. This algorithm will be

alled

Pk1

(Partitioning into k+1 pie es)

here and uses the same algorithms for exa t sear hing (multi pattern extension of Boyer
MooreSunday [48℄) and for

SLEQ

(stati

he king (Chang and Lampe [9℄) like GraI. Furthermore, the

lo ations of exa t q-grams) algorithm of Sutinen and Tarhio [51℄ serves as

omparative indexed algorithm here, whereas the sample stepsize was
and the size of

q -grams was q = 3.

hosen as

h=3

All algorithms were implemented in Java and all

experiments were done on a 2.4 GHz Linux PC with 1 GB RAM. Within the experiments
at least 20 repetitions were done, building a basis for the standard deviation bars in the
gures.
During all experiments, the sear h pattern were randomly sele ted from the text.
The text was either random with varying alphabet sizes
James Bible

onverted to upper

 or in English language (King

ase, seperators ex ept line breaks

onverted into spa e)

with an alphabet size of 28.
In

omparison to Pk1, GraI is intended to do less

the same veri ation algorithm, it is su ient to

he king. As all algorithms share

ount the number of a

esses to either

text or pattern symbols in this algorithm. Figure 5 shows this number for a random text.
It is obvious that for a very small alphabet (see Figure 5(a)) the ee t of saving symbol
a

esses during

he king with GraI is bigger than for larger alphabets (see Figure 5(b)).

The reason for this is the grammar

on ept, whi h generates more rules (this is, where

the algorithms starts working on), the more redundan y
ourse, a random text of a small alphabet

an be found in the text. Of

ontains more repeated areas than a random

text of a larger alphabet.
Less usage of the veri ation algorithm has also a dire t impa t on the

e ien y f , whi
to

ltration

h is a qualitative better measure. Basi ally, there are two possible ways

al ulate the ee tive ltration e ien y.



Filtration e ien y regarding the text length:

fn = (n np )=n, where np

denotes

1.6e+07

GraI
Pk1
SLEQ

1.4e+06
number of symbols verified

1.4e+07
number of symbols verified

1.6e+06

GraI
Pk1
SLEQ

1.2e+07
1e+07
8e+06
6e+06
4e+06

1.2e+06
1e+06
800000
600000
400000
200000

2e+06
0

0
1
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2
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3
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Figure 5: Number of symbol a

the number of text symbols

esses.

2

2.5

3
k

(b)

 = 30

3.5

4

4.5

5

n = 100000, m = 10

onsidered during veri ation [51℄.

fn

des ribes the

proportion of veried symbols.



f = matr =matp , where matr
matp the number of potential

Filtration e ien y regarding the number of mat hes:
denotes the number of real mat hings found and
mat hings dete ted by the algorithm [49℄.

f

des ribes the quota of real mat hings

per potential mat hing.
During the experiments, only

f

was

al ulated. A potential mat hing was

every time when the veri ation algorithm was started. With this,
the

al ulated when

omplete text was pro essed (and thus all mat hings were found).
Note that even if

the

f was

ounted

f

will be less then 1 mostly, it

an be a greater than 1. This is

ase, if the veri ation following after dete ting a potential mat hing identies more

than one real mat hing and further this real ma hing does not trigger another potential
mat hing later.
When

omparing the algorithm to the basi

partition into

onditions for a hieving a better ltration e ien y

an be

k+1

pie es lter, the

al ulated very roughly. As

the ltering prin iple is exa tly the same, it is only ne essary to

onsider the

a potential mat hing may lead to further potential or real mat hings.
happen, if the

ondition

ases, when

This

an only

R:length  2Pmax 1

holds (see Se tion 3.5.1). Not that but not every mat hing is ne essarily part of a rule.
For a noti eable ee t it is ne essary that this

ondition holds for the average rule.

Considering

Pmax = m=(k + 1) and the average rule length lav , the
m
lav  2
1:
k+1

Sharpening this a little bit,

lav  2

is a hieved. With the error level

m
k

dened as

1
= k=m, this

ondition is

an be transformed to

 l 2+ 1 :
av

(4.1)

Figure 6(a) shows the ltration e ien y when sear hing random patterns of length

m = 10

in a random text of length

length of the rules is

lav =: 6:63.

n = 100000 (alphabet

size

 = 4).

The average

 0; 262,

Using equation 4.1 results in error levels

where the ltration e ien y is greater than that of Pk1. In Figure 6(a) the
of this

al ulated result and the measured value

onformity

an be seen, as with an error level of

 k=m = 3=10 the ltration e ien y is greater than that of Pk1 and also of the

indexed algorithm SLEQ. Figure 6(b) illustrates the same ee t in another
also that the analysis is really very roughly. Here the average length of rules is

 0; 428. Thus, with m = 10 the ee t of the better ltration

with equation 4.1 it is

e ien y should start around

1.8

k = 4.
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Figure 6: Filtration e ien y.

A very

1
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(b)

2

2.5

3
k

3.5
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4.5

5

 = 30; n = 20000; m = 10

rude analysis (equation 4.1)

al ulates roughly

the point, where the ltration e ien y of GraI diverges from that of Pk1.
Considering equation 4.1 it is obvious that GraI performs better for higher error levels
. For low error levels and longer patterns SLEQ a hieves a better ltering e ien y
then GraI or Pk1. Figure 7 shows examples of this

ase.
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Figure 7: Filtration e ien y. GraI does not a hieve a better ltration e ien y than
Pk1 for low error levels and longer pattern. In fa t, both algorithms
ompete with SLEQ in this

Not only the ltration e ien y is of interest, but also the sear h time.
shows that GraI performs
of errors

k for a xed m).

an not

ase.

Figure 8

omparatively good for higher error levels (a higher number

A better ltration e ien y does not always mean a better sear h performan e. Usually, the pri e for this better ltration e ien y are higher expenses in other parts of
the algorithm.

Of

ourse, in GraI the text is prepro essed, but this takes only linear

time and is done on e before performing several sear hes. Other expenses result from
the management of additional information.
If there is a lot of additional information to manage, the sear h pro ess is slowed
down. This is the main drawba k with GraI that for longer texts this ee t of slowing
down o

urs. Figure 9 shows the same sear hes in the same English text, but restri ted

to dierent text lengths. For the longer text (Figure 9(b)) GraI performs worse than for
the shorter text.
This leads to the benets of the parameter introdu ed in Se tion 3.5.1 to allow skipping of shorter rules during the pro ess of evaluation. The minimal length needed for
a rule to be used for dupli ating information (see Se tion 3.1) also

ontrols dire tly the

amount of additional information that is managed. Figure 10 illustrated the ee t when
the minimal length of rules is varied. Of

ourse, the performan e depends on the average

length of rules in the grammar. If the minimal length of rules sele ted is a lot greater
than the average length of rules in the grammar, not mu h
few rules will inuen e the
performan e

al ulation. In Figure 10 it

an be gained, as only a very

an be seen that the overall best

an be rea hed with a minimal rule length

lose to the average length of
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Figure 8: Sear h time. Time needed for sear hing pattern of dierent lengths in a part
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Figure 9: Expenses for management of additional information. In the longer English text,
sear hing the same pattern (

m = 10) takes more time.

rules in the grammar.
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Figure 10: Ee t of dierent minimal rule lengths. Approximate mat hing of short pat-

m = 10) in

tern (

English text of length

n = 50000.

The average length of

rules in the grammar of the text is 7.37.

5

Con lusions and Outlook

In this paper a ltering algorithm for approximate string mat hing is presented. The
algorithms is based on the prin iple of partitioning into exa t exa t sear h with the intention to redu e the overall amount of

he king. Using the Sequitur grammar, this aim

was a hieved for the ltering approa h with partitioning the pattern into
It was also shown that

ompared to the basi

k + 1 pie

es.

approa h a better ltration e ien y is

rea hed for higher error levels. The algorithms perform

omparatively good for a higher

number of errors, but for long texts the expenses for the management of additional information dominate. Within small limits, this inuen e

an be

ontrolled with a parameter

of the algorithm.
To remove the inuen e of management osts in longer text, the text

ould be devided

in blo ks that are pro essed seperately. Then, rule information should be dupli ated only
when pro essing of a blo k is nished.

A Sequitur grammar

an be extended online for a growing text. Here, the additional

features needed by the algorithm (Se tion 3.2) are
lation

al ulated separately, but the

al u-

ould be integrated into the Sequitur algorithm to a hieve a better appli ability.

Combining this algorithm with other methods to redu e the overall

he king amount

like hierar hi al veri ation or pat hwork veri a tion (Se tion 2) is still possible and
may lead to an enhan ed overall performan e.
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